Introduction
The performance of any liquid crystal (LC) display depends on the LC material itself as well as on the manufacturing conditions of the cell. Subtle modifications of these conditions may remarkably affect the final result. The LC alignment within a given set of manufacturing parameters is not fully understood yet [1] .
Antiferroelectric liquid crystals (AFLCs) are considered as a group of promising liquid crystal materials because of their particular electrooptical response, which was for the first time observed in Ref. 2 . AFLC switching in surface-stabilized cells is substantially an in-plane switching mechanism as the bistable switching previously observed in ferroelectric liquid crystals [3] , however, AFLCs have the additional advantage of featuring intrinsic analogue greyscale. In-plane switching promotes natural increase in a viewing angle. Moreover, AFLCs can be passively multiplexed at a video frequency, as they feature fast switching and dynamic response parameters adequate for such applications [4] . All these features could make AFLCs attractive for displays requiring full colour, video rate, wide viewing angle, and sunlight readability.
Unfortunately, AFLCs have some drawbacks as well. The lack of a nematic phase within their phase sequence makes it difficult to achieve good alignment of AFLC materials using standard buffing polymer protocols (e.g., polyimides). One of the most commonly found weaknesses of AFLC displays is their poor contrast. Fresh cells having a nearly perfect dark state develop a thread-like texture as soon as the cell is switched by electrical driving. Light leakage of the dark state is also produced when a voltage below threshold is applied to the pixels as a constant bias voltage in order to stabilize grey levels, the well known pretransitional effect (PE). This unwanted phenomenon is attributed to spatial fluctuations of AFLC optic axis due to chevron layer formation within surface stabilized structures [5, 6] . Various attempts of solving the negative impact of optic axis fluctuations [7, 8, 9] have not been sufficiently efficient in actual multiplexed working conditions. The use of asymmetric alignment configurations has been also proposed as a solution to improve contrast of surface stabilized AFLCs [10, 11] , yet the achieved contrast is still too low for most practical applications. More recently, the patented procedures on non-conventional alignment techniques or manufacturing processes have been proposed for AFLC in order to adjust the pretilt angle arbitrarily [12] or to perform domainless switching [13] .
One of the most definite alternatives to solve the dark state problem is the use of high tilted antiferroelectric mixtures. A collaboration between the groups of Chalmers and The Military University of Technology provided one of the most elegant solutions to the problem of poor contrast in the AFLC displays [14, 15] , synthesizing and employing AFLC mixtures with an ideal cone angle of 90°, commonly called orthoconic antiferroelectric liquid crystals (OAFLCs) [16, 17] . In this configuration, the optic axis is normal to the cell substrates and thus, it is unaffected by previously commented spatial smectic layer deformations. As a result, an extremely good dark state between crossed polarizers is achieved independently of the cell orientation. However, the electrooptical behaviour under multiplexed video rate addressing often shows that the ideal relaxed state is not reached. Additionally, the chiral helix of existing orthoconic materials is usually short (1 ìm or less). Short pitch materials are extremely difficult to surface-stabilize in homogeneous (either parallel or antiparallel) orientations, since pitch is smaller than the 1.5-2 µm cell thickness usually employed in AFLC displays. As a consequence, the orthoconic state is not achieved.
In this work, a thorough study of the influence of the rubbing procedures of alignment surfaces on the electrooptical behaviour of orthoconic AFLC mixtures has been carried out. Various combinations of rubbing directions and pressures in the cell glass plates have been tested on the same orthoconic materials, while maintaining most or all the remaining manufacturing conditions. The results show that the rubbing procedure is responsible for dramatic modifications of the cell structure, leading to several dissimilar configurations including the regular orthoconic AFLCs and orthoconic V-shape response.
Experimental
The multicomponent melting point mixture with fluorinated chiral ester W-193B was chosen as an orthoconic AFLC with a broad temperature range for antiferroelectric phase [16] Cr -20 SmC A * 83.0 -84.1 ® SmC * 98.9 -99.6 ® SmA 105 -112 Iso.
Test cells made with indium-tin-oxide coated glass plates covered by a rubbed alignment layer were filled with W-193B at an isotropic temperature. The alignment layer was created in all cases by spin-coating a solution of Nylon6 (14 g/l) in trichloroethanol [18] . Cell thickness was reduced to 0.8 µm. This thickness is too small for the material to induce the ð retardation between the fast and the slow polarization of light in a transmission mode, however, it is the right thickness for reflective cells. Nevertheless, the use of extremely thin cells has been proven mandatory to achieve real orthoconic condition in this material. W-193B, as most available orthoconic AFLCs, features a quite short pitch (< 1 ìm) that avoids a proper surface stabilization in 1.8-ìm-thick cells required for ð retardation, as mentioned above. As a consequence, the bright state of our transmissive cells shows a reduced transmission (roughly 50%) compared to the ideal case. This issue is not relevant within the context of the present work, but must be certainly taken into account in eventual applications. Anyhow, using the displays in a reflective mode would overcome the problem.
Electrooptic characterizations have been performed at 35°C in a Mettler hot stage on a polarizing microscope. Fresh cells were tested for orthoconic condition before driving, by rotating the hot plate with the cell inside between crossed polarizers. Orthoconic condition was considered to be achieved when the cell showed no transmission at any rotation angle (i.e., when it behaves as a vertically aligned uniaxial medium). The same test was repeated several times after driving the cell. Two kinds of signals have been used to switch the cells, triangular AC signal of 0.1 and 1 Hz for quasistatic behaviour and a video-rate multiplexable waveform for dynamics [ Figs. 1(a) and 2(a) ]. The latter is a seven-level waveform consisting of a selection pulse, a holding voltage (bias) for maintaining the transmission of grey levels along the frame and a reset section with a voltage well to speed up the relaxation before a final zero pulse. Then, the same pattern with the opposite sign is applied for DC stabilization. Transmission patterns obtained with each waveform were sent to a computer via a GPIB-USB device for their analysis. Response times, contrast ratio, and dynamic range have been checked and reported. Additionally, a memory test was performed in all cells to check whether the pixel transmission of consecutive frames were independent to each other under video rate working conditions. The test consists in sending a saturating frame with the highest transmission followed by 10 frames for the lowest transmission. The transmissions of every frame are stored separately. Then, the number of frames required for the pixel to reach the dark state is calculated. The material is considered acceptable for the application if it reaches the dark state in less than 3-4 frames (at video rate, the eye adaptation to sudden transmission change compensates the transition imperfections providing that they extend over a few frames).
Results and discussion
Within this experimental framework, we have tested all possible combinations of parallel and perpendicular rubbings in the glass plates. Most combinations gave poor results either with poor alignment or no alignment at all. However, three rubbing combinations gave interesting results:
• parallel rubbing, both glass plates as rubbed in the same direction and the cell is assembled either parallel or antiparallel,
• cross rubbing, one glass plate is rubbed along one direction and then along a perpendicular direction. The pressure in the second rubbing is lower than in the first rubbing. The other glass plate is not rubbed,
• orthogonal rubbing, glass plates are rubbed perpendicularly to each other, as if it were intended to prepare a twist nematic cell.
Parallel rubbing
Parallel or antiparallel rubbed cells showed variable transmission, hence residual birefringence, when the cells were rotated between crossed polarizers. Tilt angles were measured and found to be below 45°. It was concluded that these cells had to be considered "high tilt" rather than orthoconic, since the orthoconic condition was not achieved. Contrast is just fair. Moreover, the low frequency electrooptical response using a symmetric AC waveform is slightly asymmetric, i.e., the hysteresis cycle is not exactly centred at zero volts and the threshold voltage for positive and negative signals is not the same. This is believed to an imperfect surface stabilization derived by the chiral nature of the material and its trend to wind with a short pitch. Anyhow, this asymmetry has a negative effect on the dynamic behaviour, since positive and negative cycles of the multiplexed waveform result in different transmissions. The positive and negative greyscale, therefore, are different [ Fig. 1(b) ]. Besides other unwanted features, depending on the frame rate, this situation may lead to flickering in video rate applications.
The memory test [ Fig. 1(c) ] is not acceptable either. Besides the asymmetric response mentioned above, the dark state is not reached within 10 frames in one of the hysteresis lobes, the other achieving extinction in about 6 frames. Furthermore, the dynamic range (the difference between data voltages required to reach 10% and 90% of transmission) is fairly high. This feature is usually inconvenient since it compromises the grey level stabilization provided by bias voltage and may result in crosstalking between selected and non-selected rows. All in all, a display with these characteristics would be unsuitable for video rate or high rate applications.
Cross rubbing
Cross rubbing (CR) was tested aiming to prepare an aligning surface whose preferred direction were not perpendicular to the smectic layers (as in parallel rubbing), as this direction is far from the ultimate orthoconic orientation of the molecules. Rubbing is performed only onto one of the glass substrates. First buffing is "strong", i.e., the pressure of the rubbing wheel on the substrate is increased. The second buffing is "soft", to avoid "erasing" of the first buffing. Our buffing system lacks any pressure register, but a distance between the rubbing wheel and the substrate can be precisely located and reproduced. Optimization of the rubbing pressure has been a matter of trial and error.
CR changes the electrooptical behaviour of the cell significantly (Fig. 2) . Moreover, rotating the display between crossed polarizers gives constant dark state (Fig. 3) , which indicates that the orthoconic condition (OC) has been achieved. Prior to switching the cell, a completely dark field is observed throughout the cell. However, after switching the cell, the orthoconic condition is only present at the pixels, the interpixels (where ITO has been removed) being clearly visible upon rotation except in one position (upper right picture) indicating that the OC is only present in the pixel area. Similar observations have previously been reported elsewhere [19] . In the present work, the OC is apparently achieved a priori over the whole cell and is destroyed in the interpixel area after switching the cell for some time. This issue is still under study.
The electrooptical response at low frequency shows slow relaxation to the antiferroelectric state. In fact, AFLC relaxation is not fully achieved even at 1 Hz (Fig. 3, bottom) . This feature is common in most available orthoconic materials. However, the forced relaxation employed in the video rate seven levels waveform improves considerably its behaviour. Dynamic contrast more than doubles the parallel case. The dynamic range is substantially reduced, and the fall time improves as well [ Fig. 2(b) ]. The dynamic greyscale is almost fully symmetric, and the memory test shows that transition from fully bright to fully dark at video rate requires only 3 frames [ Fig. 2(c) ]. Comparing to the parallel case commented above, it has to be concluded that cross rubbing shall be preferred to parallel rubbing for alignment of orthoconic AFLCs.
It is worth mentioning that double cross rubbing (cross rubbing on both surfaces) has been tested as well. The results are not satisfactory, low quality alignment, if any, was obtained in all tested cells.
Orthogonal rubbing
The third rubbing strategy used in this work is orthogonal rubbing (OR). OR is achieved by placing the substrates with their rubbing directions, perpendicular to each other, as in nematic twist displays.
Textures produced by OR cells are identical to the CR texture shown in Fig. 3 , indicating that orthoconic condition is also reached in this case. However, the electrooptical response at low frequency is completely different ( Fig. 4) . The hysteresis loop collapses and the response reduces to a V-shape switching with no threshold voltage. This V-shape behaviour had been previously observed in multicomponent mixtures containing with fluorinated chiral esters, using parallel rubbing [20] . In that case, a high tilt response, rather than orthoconic response, was measured. What is unique in the current case is the induction of orthoconic V-shape response with a manufacturing process where the only difference from the regular orthoconic is the rubbing strategy. The V-shape response, moreover, is maintained at much higher frequencies (Fig. 4) . The next step was to check whether this V-shape induction was a specific feature of the orthoconic material employed in this work (W-193B) or a property of the orthogonal rubbing. We have performed preliminary studies on other four orthoconic mixtures, finding V-shape induction in all cases. Therefore it must be concluded that V-shape induction is not a property of a specific material, but a more general issue.
The absence of hysteresis prevents the cell to be addressed in a passive matrix with multiplexed waveforms. Therefore, the seven levels waveform employed in the previous cases for video rate dynamic studies becomes useless in this case. Dynamic characterization (Fig. 5) of the induced V-shape orthoconics was carried out using a waveform proposed by our group for addressing V-shape smectics in a liquid crystal on silicon (LCOS) active matrix [21] . The results show that driving voltages and dynamic range are extremely low, allowing the use of these materials with LCOS or standard active matrices. Dynamic contrast ratio is also excellent, as usual in V-shape displays.
At present, more extensive studies on these induced V-shapes are being carried out to ascertain whether their structure is the same as in regular V-shape smectics. Some preliminary results show interesting differences between them. As it is known, any V-shape smectic, driven by AC signals, show W-response when frequency is increased and reverse W-response when frequency is decreased. Induced V-shapes keep the V-response in a frequency range much wider (4 orders of magnitude) than regular V-shapes (1-2 orders). On the other hand, the state of polarization (SOP) of an impinging light is modified upon switching of either V-shape, however, the induced V-shapes show only slight SOP modifications while regular V-shapes show the SOP modifications predicted in fully switched ferroelectric states. Should this issue be confirmed, the induced V-shape response should derived from a different smectic configuration. On the practical side, the induced V-shapes could be the perfect candidates for phase-only photonic devices such as phase gratings or spatial light modulators.
Conclusions
Electrooptical behaviour of orthoconic AFLCs strongly depends onrubbing strategy. Parallel rubbing does not seem to be the best alternative to produce orthoconic condition, at least in Nylon6 thin cells. Best results for regular orthoconic AFLC alignment is obtained with cross rubbing on one substrate while the other substrate remains unrubbed. V-shape switching is induced by rubbing the cell substrates perpendicular to each other. The dynamic behaviour of the induced V-shape cells is similar to regular V-shape smectics.
